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PURPOSE 
 

The purpose of this administrative directive is to identify the Vermont Department of Correction’s 

(DOC) philosophy and policies regarding the DOC’s chain of command for normal and emergency 

situations. 

 

PHILOSOPHY 

 

It is the philosophy of the DOC to have well-defined lines of authority that identifies the chain of 

command for both normal and emergency situations.  Following the lines of authority, the DOC is 

able to effectively communicate through all levels of the operation, without duplications or 

conflicting information during normal business and emergent situations. 

 

AUTHORITY 
 

3 V.S.A. §§ 214, 3052; 28 V.S.A. § 102(b)(4) 

 

DEFINITIONS 
 

Delegation:  The condition where a specific responsibility and authority is assigned to another 

position to conduct specific business.  Delegations must be in writing. Persons to whom authority has 

been delegated shall sign documents with their own name and title. 

 

Designation:  A condition where the total authority and responsibility of another position is either 

formally assigned to or temporarily assumed by another position.  When a designee signs any 
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document he or she shall sign his or her own name and indicate his designated position.  Any 

responsibilities or authority assigned by policy to a specific position is automatically assumed by his 

or her designee in his or her absence. 

 

POLICY 

 

It is the policy of the DOC to recognize the Commissioner as the chief authority of the DOC.  Under 

normal circumstances, authority in the DOC flows from the Commissioner directly through the 

Division Directors and on into the respective divisions of the DOC. 

 

During the Commissioner's absence or unavailability, the Deputy Commissioner assumes authority.  

If both the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner are scheduled to be unavailable, the 

Commissioner shall formally designate someone to act on his or her behalf. 

 

In emergency situations, DOC personnel shall follow the incident command structures and normal 

chain of command when possible.  If this is not possible, DOC personnel have the authority to act in 

the DOC’s best interest or in the best manner to protect the safety of themselves or others. 

 

Each operating division shall develop its own written chain of command and communications 

procedures to be used for normal and emergency situations. 


